
Druve Earning Policy 

1. Overview 

Understanding Our Policies 

Our Earning Policies provide guidance on what types of screenshot evidence submitted by a Druver 

will be approved for payment. When Druvers participate in an advert by sharing content to their 

WhatsApp status and Social media handles, each submitted screenshot evidence is reviewed against 

these policies. If you think your screenshot submission was mistakenly rejected, please let us know by 

sending an email to admin@druve.com.ng 

2. The Evidence Review Process 

Before evidence is approved for payment, they’re reviewed to make sure they comply with our Earning 

Policies. Typically the screenshot review and payment approval happens within 24 hours, although in 

some cases it may take longer. 

What We Consider 

During the evidence review process, we'll check that your submission matches up with the standard 

screenshot and that its components have not been altered in any way. 

Standard Components of an Evidence 

The image below shows a sample standard screenshot with all the necessary components, which 

include: 

A. Profile Picture: Screenshots must show a unique profile image and must not be left blank 

B. Time Stamp:Unique timestamp must be visible and unaltered 

C. Image: Promoted image should be visible 

D. Number of Views: Number of views must be visible and unaltered 
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What Happens After Evidence is Reviewed? 

After your Evidence  is reviewed, If it’s approved, you will be paid according to your approved Druver 

earning category either basic or premium. 

What Happens If Evidence is Rejected 

If evidence is rejected, no payments will be made to the Druver for that Advert. However if it is noticed 

that there is a deliberate attempt to falsify, duplicate or hack the druve system for payment, the users 

involved in this will be suspended. 

We reserve the right to reject, approve or withhold payment for any submitted screenshot or evidence 

for any reason, including inconclusive investigation of the authenticity of the submission. 

These policies are subject to change at any time without notice. 


